Privacy Policy
This policy describes how Damnatio Games processes the personal information we collect about you when
you use our mobile, online, and downloadable products and services.
Legal informations.
Damnatio Game SAS is based at 66 rue des remparts, 33000 BORDEAUX.
SIRET: 892 899 360 00010.
CEO: Maxime DELESSE.
email: contact@damnatiogames.com.
Website is hosted by OVH (http://www.ovh.com/fr/support/).
We don’t store cookies on this website because we don’t store personal informations.
Newsletter.
If you suscribed to our newsletter, we know your e-mail address and your name (or surname, or nickname).
These information are used to send you our newsletter, and occasionnal news about our games.
We do not use them to profile or extract habits.
You can unsubscribe whenever you want.
We do not keep your data if you unsubscribe.
In-game data system.
From BETA version of Heat and Run, we may use in-game datas, both individually and combined together to
improve and personalize your game experience, including to:
-

Develop and measure the health of the product and Services;
Undertake research and analysis to develop and demonstrate our technology, and to better
understand our players;
Populate online leaderboards and enable online matchmaking;
Facilitate competitions and contests;
Facilitate sharing on social networks;
Serve and measure the effectiveness of advertising;
Detect security incidents, protect against malicious, deceptive, fraudulent or illegal activity, and
prosecute those responsible for that activity;
Identify, fix, and troubleshoot bugs or functionality errors;
Perform audits, transactions, and other compliance activities;
Help keep our Services safe and fair, resolve disputes, investigate and help curb fraud and illegal
behavior, comply with the law, and to enforce our agreements and policies;

If you used our in-game feedback system, we only collect your textual feedback. No other data are collected
and feedback are anonymous (we are unable to know who sent the feedback) if you don’t write your email.
Children’s Privacy.
We neither collect nor display users’ age or date of birth.
Who can access my information?
We are the only ones.
We do not share, sell or disclose your personal information.

